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Section 1

Lecture 4/12
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Section 2

Writing
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The first rule for thinking about writing

Writing/Orthography ≠ Language/Grammar
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“Writing is not language, but merely a way of record-
ing language by visible marks.”
– Leonard Bloomfield, Language (1933)
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Language/Grammar

• species universal
• acquired automatically
• largely unconscious
• arose hundreds of thousands (maybe millions) of years

ago
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Writing/Orthography

• cultural technology
• not universal
• needs to be taught
• first invented a few thousand years ago
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Writing is not faithful

• not an accurate representation of the sound stream (or
sign stream)

• does not represent intonation, gestures, facial expressions
• removed from “live” context
• may contain elements not found in spoken/signed

language (tables, punctuation)
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Section 3

Some history and terminology
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Easter Island script
(Rongorongo)
DATE UNKNOWN

Mayan hieroglyphs c. 250 BC

Olmec script
c. 900 BC

Etruscan alphabet c. 700 BC

Egyptian hieroglyphs c. 3000 BC

Hittite hieroglyphs c. 1450 BC

Aegean scripts: Linear A (Crete) 18th century BC

Linear B (Crete and Greece) c. 1450 BC

Greek alphabet (Crete, Greece & W. Turkey) c. 750 BC

Japanese script
5th century AD

Chinese characters
c. 1200 BC

Brahmi alphabet c. 250 BC

Indus Valley
script c. 2500 BC

Phoenician alphabet c. 1000 BC

Mesopotamian cuneiform
 c. 3100 BC

Runic alphabet 2nd century AD

Zapotec/Mixtec script c. 600 BC

5. The early civilizations of Mesopotamia, Egypt, India, Europe, China, and Meso-America all produced writing, as

shown in this map. The dates are approximate and in a few cases controversial
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Not yet writing

• prewriting
• pictograms
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Writing

• logograms
• syllabaries
• alphabets
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Caution

All known writing systems are complex.
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Pictograms/Ideograms

into certain signs of the cuneiform script and the later

development of Chinese pictograms into elements of the character

script. Although Egyptian hieroglyphic resisted the trend towards

abstraction and remained clearly pictographic, it gave birth to a

second, more abstract, administrative script known as hieratic,

and much later to a third administrative script, demotic (written

on the Rosetta Stone), where any resemblance to hieroglyphic

is difficult to detect.

Second, at what point on a scale of increasing abstraction and

association of ideas does the meaning of a pictogram fall? A

standing male stick figure could mean, for example, anything from

one individual to the totality of mankind; it could also symbolize

‘stand’, ‘wait’, ‘alone’, ‘lonely’, or indeed ‘Men’s WC’. Similarly, the

Sumerian symbol for ‘barley’ could just as well mean any other kind

of grain-producing plant, or indeed any plant. The situation with

pictograms is somewhat similar to that of children learning to

2. These pictograms from Mesopotamia appear on Sumerian clay

tablets, dating from c. 3000 BC. They have the following meanings:

top row: hand/day/cow/eat/pot/date-palm

middle row: pig/orchard/bird/reed/donkey/ox

bottom row: head/walk, stand/fish/barley/well/water
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Modern pictograms
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The ideographic language of Charles K. Bliss

“I want to go to the cinema”
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blissymbols)
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The ideographic language of Charles K. Bliss

“I want to go to the cinema”
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blissymbols)
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The pronoun “I” is formed of the Bliss-character for “person”
and the number 1 (the first person). Using the number 2 would
give the symbol for singular “You”; adding the plural indicator (a
small cross at the top) would produce the pronouns “We” and
plural “You”.
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The Bliss-word for “to want” contains the heart which
symbolizes “feeling” (the classifier), plus the serpentine line
which symbolizes “fire” (the modifier), and the verb (called
“action”) indicator at the top.
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The Bliss-word for “to go” is composed of the Bliss-character for
“leg” and the verb indicator.
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The Bliss-word for “cinema” is composed of the Bliss-character
for “house” (the classifier), and “film” (the modifier); “film” is a
composite character composed of “camera” and the arrow
indicating movement.
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Why this kind of system won’t win the day

• limited expressive power
• would have to be just as conventionalized as natural

languages
• impossible to learn the same way as natural languages
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“And what is the use of a book,” thought Alice, “without pictures
or conversations?”
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“And what is the use of a book,” thought Alice, “without pictures
or conversations?”
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The only culture we know that actually has a fully developed
pure ideographic system …
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The ideographic language of Arrival
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